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The use of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) in medical applications already showed ground-breaking performance, for tasks automation as well as 
more complex works (e.g. prognosis of patients). While a full integration of such frameworks in clinical routines is already achievable, doctors express a 
critical concern on their limited transparency (a.k.a. the “black box” effect). In order to improve global understanding and trust, the Interpretability field of 
work has emerged to identify which input elements are considered important by the networks. However, thorough experiments demonstrated that some 
of the methods conceived, while giving visually clear results, lost the main purpose of explaining the behavior of networks. The goal of this study is to 
compare several Interpretability algorithms on two different aspects: the quality of the attribution maps (when compared to ground-truth), and the ability 
to accurately reflect the functioning of the network.
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Figure 2:

Left: Area Under the Curve of ROC
Middle: DSC maximum scores

Right: Fidelity scores

In all cases, higher is better

• On the quality of the maps (left and middle results plots), the best scores are obtained when SG² is applied, especially on Region Absolute values maps
• On the Fidelity of the algorithms, Pixel Absolute values maps reflect best the network, and many methods seem accurate, except Deconvolution and IGB
• Such results correspond to a specific application, and may differ on other tasks / architectures

Toy Application: Classification of CT images With or Without Contrast Agent
1312 patients Chest CT scans (LIDC-IDRI / LNDb databases), application on 290 slices (from as many patients)
ResNet-50 architecture → 99.7% accuracy

5 Gradient-based Interpretability methods:
● Backpropagation[1] (BP): vanilla gradients w.r.t. the input pixels
● Integrated Gradients[2] (IGB): gradients on samples between input image and reference (usually Black)
● Integrated Gradients Black & White (IGBW): average of IG with Black, then White reference
● Expected Gradients[3] (EG): gradients over modified input image, using random images from train set
● Deconvolution (D): keeping activation function during vanilla Backpropagation (ReLU)

+ SmoothGrad (SG) / SG Squared (SG²)[4] on all methods for visual improvement: reducing maps noise by 
adding noise to the input

Conversion to Absolute values, because meaning of sign differs from the methods
Use of XRAI Segmentation[5] approach: advanced segmentation of input image

→ 2 types of maps are evaluated (pixel absolute values / region absolute values)

Manually-crafted Reference Masks, reflecting Human Expert Expectation

2 Maps Quality Metrics, based on Comparison between Percent-Occluded Maps and Reference Masks:
● Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC): Area Under the Curve (AUC)
● Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC): Maximum value (optimal occlusion setting)

1 Maps Representation Metric, based on Perturbation of the Input of the Network:
● Fidelity[6]: when highlighted input features are replaced, prediction of the network must drop

           Input Image                                         Attribution Map example

 Pixel original values Map                             Pixel absolute values Map

Region original values Map                        Region absolute values Map

Figure 1: Examples of all types of maps described, 
along with the Reference mask of important features
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